
 

 

 

 

 

 

Samarium Wars is available for Windows Phone 7 

Lisbon, Portugal, November, 8
th
 2010. Flying Turtle Software is proud to announce Samarium 

Wars is now available for download in the Marketplace. Samarium Wars is a vertical scrolling 

shooter set in space. With a fast pace that tests the player’s reflexes, the game draws 

inspiration on the great classics of the genre, adding some exciting features, such as the ability 

to slow down or freeze time. 

Samarium Wars is available for $1.99 at the Windows Phone 7 Marketplace of trough Zune via 

http://social.zune.net/redirect?type=phoneApp&id=19eb1385-dde9-df11-9264-00237de2db9e. 

The latest news about the game can be found at the official website http://SamariumWars.com. 

Samarium Wars is the first game developed by Flying Turtle Software and it is published by 

mobi2do.  

 

About Flying Turtle Software (http://FlyingTurtleSoftware.com) 

Flying Turtle Software is a start-up independent developer based in Portugal. 

Driven by a small but dedicated group of young computer engineers and artists, our team 

members have one thing in common: the passion for making games. 

 

About mobi2do (http://mobi2do.com) 

Mobi2do is a start-up located in Lisbon, Portugal. 

Our main focus is creating new product ideas for Mobile Devices and helping other Mobile 

Development Companies to improve their own products to succeed with their mobile strategies 

in the market. We also do Mobile Development (Android, WM, BB, JavaME and iPhone 

applications). We work close with Mobile Operators, Software development companies and 

Design Studios. With these partnerships we can have broad range of knowledge to succeed in 

the Mobile Arena. 
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The Story 

“A Recent scientific breakthrough changed the way time is seen. 

Manipulation of the space-time continuum is possible for the first time! 

But some planetary colonies searching for power started changing events in the past. 
This had unforeseen consequences, with a terrorist group ascending to power and oppression 
weighting over the universe! 

You are a freedom fighter equipped with a very special ship. 

Thrown into the battlefield of an interplanetary war, you are in search of the Ztrog, the terrorist 
base spaceship. 

Ztrog constantly builds enemy spaceships, adding to their already huge fleet. It needs to be 
stopped! 

The universe needs you!“ 

 

Media  

 Launch Trailer 
http://youtu.be/_Mvey3jeWl8?hd=1 
 

 Gameplay Trailer 
http://youtu.be/OEiDWutbYFI?hd=1 

 Screenshots and more info 
http://SamariumWars.com 
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